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FERN02/Spiracle CPR Mask Directions for Use
The FERN02/Spiracle CPR Mask provides a physical barrier between the rescuer and victim, eliminating direct
contact of the rescuer's lips with unknown subject. ;START mouth-to-mouth ventilation without delay.
The Foldable Mask promotes an airtight seal to the face allowing ventilation through both the mouth and nose
simultaneously. Proper training in ventilation and CPR should be obtained before using this device. Practice using
on manikins so that you are ready for any-emergency that might occur:

NOTE: In the event of an emergency, always contact 911 (USA) or the local emergency medical service as
soon as possible.
NOTE: In the event that you do not have the CPR Mask, start mouth-to-mouth ventilation without delay.

USE ON ADULTS AND CHILDREN:
1.

Remove the mask/valve assembly from case. Push out the soft dome with your fingers and ensure that the one
way valve is in place .

2.

Put on protective gloves (optional on some models).

3.

Clear the airway of any debris.

4.

Place the mask over the patient's mouth and nose. Use the rim of the mask to retract the lower lip so that the
patient's mouth remains-open under the mask. Use thumbs to hold the mask and your fingers to grasp the lower
jaw in front of the earlobes. Pull upward to open the airway and seal the mask.

5.

Blow slowly into the airway valve twice and watch as the patient's chest rises. If the patient's chest does not rise ;

6.

Ventilate the patient every five seconds for an adult or every three seconds for a child. Continue rescue breathing

reposition the head and chin until you successfully ventilate the patient.

until the patient responds or you are relieved by a higher medical authority.
7.

For use on a child simply reverse mask.

NOTE:

If the patient vomits; remove the Foldable Mask and clean both the patient's airway and the mask with your
gloved fingers. Resume rescue breathing promptly.

USE ON INFANTS:
The FERN02/Spiracle CPR Mask may be reversed to better fit an infants face. Place the nose section of
the mask under the infants chin . Seal the Foldable Mask as described under the Adult I Child section and
ventilate at least every three seconds using the previously described technique.

USE WITH OXYGEN( OPTIONAL):
The FERN02/SP IRACLE CPR MASK -MASK may be used with supplemental oxygen. Attach the oxygen
tubing to the optional oxygen valve and set the flow rate . A head strap is included on all models that have
the optional oxygen valve. If the patient is spontaneously breathing, use the head strap to position the
Foldable Mask on the patient's face. If the patient is NOT breathing, begin mouth to mask ventilation
immediately. The use of supplemental oxygen to the FERN02/SPIRACLE CPR MASK -MASK will increase
the delivered oxygen to the patient. The rescuer will not be affected by the use of supplemental oxygen.
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USE WITH OTHER VENTILATION EQUIPMENT:
The FERN02/SPIRACLE CPR MASK -MASK may be used with the Bag-Valve Mask or oxygen powered
ventilation devices. Simply detach the valve/filter assembly and attach the Foldable Mask.
DO NOT pasteurize, boll, steam or gas autoclave this device. The "mask" component can be cleaned with cold
liquid disinfectant solution only for same patient! This is a "single patient", "single use" item. DO NOT REUSE
PRODUCT. Reuse of the product can be hazardous to the user and/or patient. Hazards like, but not limited to,
degradation of the product and/or cross-contamination.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:
Temperature Limits:
tr Operating: ,1 · F (-_1s_·c) tc;> 104 • F (4o · c)
i
Storage: -40 • F (-40 . C) to 140 • F (6o •q
Inspiratory Resistance:
2.5 cm/H20 at 50 lpm flowrate
Expiratory Resistance:
3.5 cm/H20 at 50 lpm flowrate
Mask in Carrying Case:
Dimensions: 5-1/4" X 4-1/4" X 1-3/4"
Weight: Approximately 4.5 oz.
LATEX FREE AND DEHP FREE

Re-Ordering Information Refer to below list
FERN02/SPIRACLE CPR MASK -MASK RE-USABLE CPR MASK
(Non-Autoclavable • clean by liquid chemical sterilization)
CODE
DESCRIPTION
ITEM
FERN02/SPIRACLE CPR MASK: Mask with valve, 02 Port, Head
1
T50520
strap in Red Case
Replacement one-way valve (Single-Use only) Fits above item
2
50521
CAUTION: Federal Law restricts this device to use by or on the order of a physician.
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